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Earlier Dashboard Applications:
Single architecture in development
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The CompTox Portal
https://comptox.epa.gov/
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CompTox Chemicals Dashboard

• A publicly accessible website delivering access:
– ~875,000 chemicals with related property data
– Experimental and predicted physicochemical property data
– Integration to “biological assay data” for 1000s of chemicals
– Information regarding consumer products containing chemicals
– Links to other agency websites and public data resources
– “Literature” searches for chemicals using public resources
– “Batch searching” for thousands of chemicals 
– DOWNLOADABLE Open Data for reuse and repurposing
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CompTox Chemicals Dashboard
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CompTox Chemicals Dashboard
Chemicals
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CompTox Chemicals Dashboard
Products and Use Categories
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CompTox Chemicals Dashboard
Assays and Genes
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Detailed Chemical Pages
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An “Executive Summary”
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Physicochemical properties
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Detailed OPERA Prediction Reports
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Other Data: Human and Ecological
Chemical Hazard Data
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Hazard Data from “ToxVal_DB”

• ToxVal Database contains following data:
– 30,050 chemicals
– 772,721 toxicity values
– 29 sources of data
– 21,507 sub-sources
– 4585 journals cited
– 69,833 literature citations
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Sources of Exposure to Chemicals
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Sources of Exposure to Chemicals
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In Vitro Bioassay Screening 
ToxCast and Tox21 
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In Vitro Bioassay Screening 
ToxCast and Tox21 
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Bioactivity: Downloadable Data
https://www.epa.gov/chemical-research/exploring-toxcast-data-
downloadable-data
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ToxCast/Tox21 Data
Analytical QC of the chemicals
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Access to Analytical QC Data 
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• Read-across: the method of filling a data gap whereby a 
chemical with existing data values is used to make a 
prediction for a ‘similar’ chemical.

• Target chemical: a chemical which has a data gap that needs 
to be filled i.e. the subject of the read-across.

• Source analogue: a chemical identified as an appropriate 
chemical for use in a read-across based on similarity to the 
target chemical and existence of relevant data.

Source 
chemical

Target 
chemical

Property  





Reliable data

Missing data Predicted to be 
harmful

Known to be 
harmful

Acute 
toxicity?

GenRA (Generalised Read-Across)



GenRA (Generalised Read-Across)

• Predicting toxicity as a similarity-weighted activity of nearest 
neighbors based on chemistry and/or bioactivity descriptors

• Systematically evaluates read-across performance and 
uncertainty using available data
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Decision 
Context

Screening level assessment 
of hazard based on 

toxicity effects from 
ToxRefDB v1

Analogue 
identification

Similarity context is based 
on structural 

characteristics

Data gap 
analysis for 
target and 

source analogues

Analogue 
evaluation

Evaluate consistency and 
concordance of 

experimental data of 
source analogues across 
and between endpoints

Read-across
Similarity weighted 

average – many to one 
read-across

Uncertainty 
assessment

Assess prediction and 
uncertainty using AUC and 

p value metrics

Implementing GenRA within the workflow



GenRA tool in practice
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Similarity context

GenRA tool in practice



Data gap analysis

GenRA tool in practice



Run GenRA

GenRA tool in practice

Target Source Analogues



GenRA in practice – step by step

• Analogue identification:
• Similarity based on Morgan 

chemical fingerprints and 
selecting a default of 10 
source analogues



Data matrix view of source analogues relative to target chemical

GenRA in practice – step by step



Data matrix for source substances

Look for 
commonality in 
profile across 
target effects

What are the 
most common 
effects across 
analogues



GenRA in practice – step by step

• Predictions are binary (yes/no) for toxicity effects within 
ToxRefDB v1 studies. 

• Predictions summarized on a study level basis. Red: “positive” 
and Blue: “negative”. 

Updated Data matrix view with GenRA predictions for target chemical



GenRA in practice: Approach

Considerations
• Rank predictions based on the p-val

and AUC values (where we have more 
confidence in the predictions)

• Rank based on the target organ effects 
observed for the source analogues



GenRA – Ongoing research

• Summarizing and aggregating the toxicity effect 
predictions to guide end users – what are the effects 
to be concerned about and which effect predictions 
are we most confident about

• Consideration of other information to define and refine 
the analogue selection – e.g. physicochemical 
similarity, metabolic similarity, reactivity similarity…

• EPA New Chemical Categories
• Quantifying the impact of physicochemical similarity 

on read-across performance 
• Quantifying the impact of reactivity similarity on read-

across performance
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GenRA – Ongoing research

• Dose response information to refine scope of 
prediction beyond binary outcomes

• Transitioning from qualitative to quantitative 
predictions – how to apply and interpret GenRA 
in screening level hazard assessment

• Using quantitative data from acute rat oral 
toxicity, ToxRefDB v2
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Names and CASRNs to
Support Searches
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Literature Searches - Querying 
29 Million PubMed abstracts
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Abstract Sifter - Querying 
28 Million PubMed abstracts



Abstract Sifter for Excel
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External Links to ~80 websites
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Batch Searching
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Batch Searching
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Excel Output
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List of Chemicals
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Real-Time Predictions
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Real-Time Predictions
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Real-Time Predictions
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Not just chemical “structures” 

• Chemicals in commerce, of interest to the EPA, 
are not all easily represented by structures

• Different chemical substances supported
– “UVCB chemicals” - Unknown or Variable Composition, 

Complex Reaction Products and Biological Materials
– Homologous series as Markush Structures
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Markush Structures
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Downloadable data 

• Our data are licensed as public domain data
– available from downloads page
– registered to Figshare
– SQL data dumps

• Collection of web services for old dashboards 
are available – API is being fully revamped
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In Progress: Structure, Substructure 
and Similarity Searching
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In Progress : pKa Prediction Model

• pKa prediction models based on Open 
Data Set of 8000 chemicals – acidic, basic 
and amphoteric chemicals
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In Progress: API development
Prototype services available
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https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/web-test/WS?smiles=CCO&method=hc



Conclusion

• Transparent access to data supporting computational 
toxicology

• CompTox Chemicals Dashboard provides access to 
data for ~875,000 chemicals 

• Ongoing expansion of functionality to serve all data 
streams for NCCT

• Generalized Read-Across module is an intuitive, 
integrated dashboard module. Showing great promise 
and clear development path ahead
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